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INTR9DUCTION .*

Motivation- has to be one of the most difficult problems for teachers of
the handicapped student. One of the reasons fox this diffitulty is that the

. .

process referred' tp by the 'term motivation is extremely vague. At.first

, blush, we can say that we are. motitrated to ds whatever we end up doing and we:
are nOt motivited to do that which.we put off or'do not do at all. This ia

-,
really' not a bad point eo begin an analysis of motivation, since one

condition ef understanding motivation is the fact that the person.khows how .

to do' whatever it js that has, to be dond and actually has a choice in
deciding whether to do 4t. This means thafi no learning is required in order

le

to dake behavior chang . All tfiat we have to do is find some good reason for
a student (or anyone else).to do what we wsnt him/her to do. If we can find
a good reason to co something, and we kb-OW-how to do it, then we will
generally perform the necefisary activity. What are some goof reasons tor,

-doing things? We wasll the car to make it look good, to take the6salt off, to
protect the paint, 1 to get it ready for waxing, or to find out if itIs the
same color as it wasjthe Previous fall. We may Taint pictures, make jewelry, r

bowl, , or grow rosea simply for the pleasure of hAving something happen as a ,

conse9uence of our Own pctions. We may-work only becadse of the-paycheck or

/ we 'maY also enjoy the,aftiviti. involved in-our Job. We may do some things in
order to not :feel gUilty about them liter,'such as eending.a gift to a

' **charity, or we tay do the same' thing'because we experience satisfactiop that
we were able to he p someone in nsed. We may do something., like give mOney,

for more than o e reason. There are almost no limits to the nupber'of

examples of moti ation that make peopJe do things .so that it would be

impossigle to .de cribe' motivation, other than'by t.7 unifying principles:
First, the per n already knows how to engage in the relevant activity and;

. second, there i some consequence of acting that the person "wishes" to "

experience. ' fe'

'

6,e \

,
,

of the first ' haracteristics that may, stand out .is the apparent lack of

. "When we en ounter a-student who has.been classified as handicalved,'one.

, . behavior. Th re ?nay be limited mbvement and what movement there is may be

repetitive and jelatively primative. When ssked or prompted to do something,

.11 recognition.
the student .. y simply stare blankly 'or smile broadly-with little other

The vocalizations may tend eo sound Tike prolongid vowels With )'.

..

, some badk _Co sbnants. like /k/ ar, /g/. We will deal witiyach of these

11

.

asvects of ehavior laier; the impsrtant #oint here is that,yith such a
student, the e doesn't seem to be much motivation for doing age appropriate

,o
... Ictivities and there is not *much compliance with requests ta do certain

II

'-things. The/apparent ,lack of behavior is tremendously bothersome because the
aVence of/: 'behavior can be related tko the two distinct processes mentioned ,,,

f

above. The first is that the stugent is unable'to emit a required action
and, therefore, cannot perform, regardless of motivation; And the second is

1/
-

that the #tudent.can_perform', but isn't motivated to do so. In working with,

studRnts, 'Who are In the bamdicapped population, we should begintby assuming

- that thef%atudent cam.do w at we ask, but Isn't motivated to do 'so. This is

11

reaso nal4e since changes n motivation might bring the desired form of
hehavibx, into rapid existence!, which means thfit there is no need to teach it.

. ..,-'

v
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,Even if changes in mo
any time, since we
teach new behavior.

handicapped students
can continue to find
students.

.

-
tivatibn aldrie don't produce behavior, we haven't vasted"

need k motivated,student before we can be exp-dcted to
The purppse of this manual is'ta describe ways in-Which
earl be motivated and-how we, as teacher Or therapisi,

and use a multitude of motivating conditions.with these

,

OPERATIONADIZ&G MOTIVATING ODNDITIONS'
.1

There are a number of ways2:16 which we can describe the-contions that ,
appear to motivate the behavior of student. We topld saY that s/he wili'do .
something because it meets his/her needs; sOe. (WO it beeause it-it-b/f"
interest to him/her; s/he does it.because,ifhe wanis it;-s4he dees it
because s/he finds,it reinforcing; s/he)does it because I told him/her to do
it; s/he does it because s/he knows What would happen. if s/he didn'.t; s/he
wants to .do that because all of his/her friends are doing'it; s/he 'does it

because it is histher.duty to'do it; or aLhe does it just Tipr the-hell of it!)
:There seem " to be almost as many different ways of describing the,
dharacteristies of motivation aa there are things that a person'is motivated
to do: Sinde we would probably exhaust ourselves befOr4we would comPrete a
list of motivaling,properties,-we might start from ihe othekr end and attempt
to determine how few grouPs ofpotivating condi,iions we can identify that
seem to account for most of the particular instances'.

Examining thel-ConsequenceS of an ActiOn

'

The lirst issue to ,consider is the extent to which mailvation,cam be
understood by exanlining the consequences oNan iction. This can be somewhat

, confusing because motivational states sucp as needs, interests; goals;
desires, fears, and such seem to be antededeht to the behavior which they
'apparently motivate. Certainly we are hungry before we mightsay that we are
motivated to cook, or at least we know that we ate generally hungry before we
are .motivated to eat. To understand this situation as one that I's dependent

/ upon consequences, we must vig4 motivation develapmentally. A young infant
will cry when s/he has'beenideppived of food for-three or four hours and the
deliVery of food will not only stop the infant'a crying, but.will also,
generally keep the infant quiet for a period 9f, time after feeding. We could'
say that the' feelings Of dIscomfort associated with a few hosts of food
deprivation motivate o'r cause the baby to

.systematically attempt to feed the baby oniS, when it has been'quiet fcT:i
period of five or more minutes and w4 did'this for a couple oTNeeks,.then
the 'baby would not cry within the usual period of time relative to his/her

. deprivation, so that we could no longer say'that hunger made the infAnt cry.:
This happens children over a much longer period of time, in that as
they grow older they learn to say ."I'm hungry!" after a period pf
deprivation, rather than crOng. Still later, they may ask if they can mate

-,,<
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themselves a sandwieh, bOWl of soup, or even 'an entire dinner. As

adolescents or adults, we no longer ask permission, but prepare food whenever
we are in the process of becoming hungry. When coniidered tn this way, we
can see, that 'two things remain constant -- namely, the internal discomfort'
associated with lack ,of food over a period gf time and the'consequence of,
hehavior or the food itsegf. We wold propose that the food eonsequence has
More to do with the development,of behavior (as with the emerging success
Story from crying to making one s gwn meal) than the exidtence of the
Oprivatiori7produced discomfort. We would also point out that'erying of an
fdant u.can signal being cold, wet, bored, hot, or in some form:/of mild pain
or distomfort. In these situations, the parent has to guess wh'ich cOndition'
is producing the crying. When the toddler learns to talk, the parent makes
this easy on himself/herself by asking the child, "Are you cold?",., "Are you
wet?", etc., until the child says, "Yes!" At a still later gage, the parenfr
will ask, "What is. the matter?" or "What do you want pow?" and will then
provide the requested item (assuming it is allowable). In the final stages
of development, the parent responds to requests with the statement, "Why are
ypm bothering' me? You know Where your football shirt is." 'In the last
stage, everything comes tOgether in, that the child or adolescent knows when
snacks Are appropriate given the time of day, and that she need not ask the
parent in the particular instance. Here,we find not only the developmental
sequencef but some-possiblVreasons in terms of parent reactions to behavior

4.4

that produce the observed changes in the,structure'of behavior..
We _need not become so speculative in trying to, demonstnte the

ortance of consequences in motivation when we are attempting to watk with
ha icapped students: Since a very large number of.these students do not.
talk, early or well, we are-in the same situation as a parent witha crying
infant. We simply have to try a number of-different alternatives until we
find-ithe one that the, student mill accept and the one that will top the
indiCations of distress. This is the first method for determining conditions
of motivation in ,that distress relating to various accepted consequences are
usually related to time'and ocher conditions so that the teacher can quickly
judge which state of motivaeion the student is in. Once we have some idea
what it is that Will reduce the indication of'distress by the student, we are
in a posit,ion to aSk a behavioral question. for example, we may.know that
the student is thirsty becailse fluids have generally been accepted' in the set

of conditions operating 'when the inference'is mode. We can then show tele

student a glass of water and a dracker and ask the student to point to what
s/he wants. If's/he does 't do anything, we may try to physically guide a
pointing movement to see i the 6tudent gett the idea 9f indicating what s/he
want's. By doing this, e attempt to determine if the student can do more

than simply .Signal distress in order to get what s/he obvious0 wants. If

nohe of this works, then we simpWgive him/her the fluid and determise a
program plan concerning how we might teach the student to point to What
he/she wants. This knowledge of motivaton, according to time and conditions,

sets the -stage for a number ofdifferent instructional plans relating to
food, 'drinking, toiletingx and.dressing. But first we check the ability of
the student- by allowing him/her Wmake a specific signal when we know that
he/she is indicating some sort of need.

3
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Contingency Awareness I i

.i
.

Let us ,take a\close look at motivation and hoW we can operitiOnalize
.;-. .

'events that, alight 'motivate handicapped children. One place to look is at
research that pas been done during the past few years with infants: A good
example is from the work of John Watsonwho Pas coined the phrase

II"contingency awareness", (Watson & Ramey,' 1972). He worked with infants who
were about six weeks of age. ,TheY were.placed in a crib.equi,pped with a
mobile about 18 to 20 inches ab(!)ve the eyes of the infant and the Infant's

. 11head was on a double chamber air pillow. If the infant moved-his/her head
either to the righC or left, 'the pressure of his/her head on the pillow '

'caused a.counter to indicate either axight Or a left head movement. After a
. few minmArel", a reading was taken to determine to which side the infant turned' I

most 'Frequently. If movements to the right were more frequent thari to the
left4 then any movement of the head to the left would cause the mobile to
rotate one full rotatioh.m If the infant favored the left aside, then any

1/

.

right sidd hovement would activate the mobile. The, outcome was interesting,
. in that the .majority of. infants, quickly shifted to the .previously

nonreferred 'side.'while watching the mobile. Thus, the movement of the

IImobile .was determined to be a mOtivaiing condition for sixweekold infants'
.because activation of the mobile seemed to cause infants to shift from a
previously preferred movement of the head to a particular.side to the

.-- ,previously nonpreferredelside., , We.know,from the data that -the infants )(new
II

hoW to move their heads to the noutpreferred side and ol, "the consequenceS of
r'

making\. the' mobile move was all,t.hat was necessary tochange bead position.
AlOn the other hand, infants wilro were sltoWn the hobile mOve after a baseline

period, tut without having to move-their head to ihe nonpreferred side, would 11

..
N not later respond to the mobile as a reinforcer by changing their posipon

preference. Thus, an infant must learn that a partiColar consequence.is.
produced by a particular movement before thai infant wirl learn that making

4 that movement wijl increase the number of reinfrcing consequences. This may
t

not be a yermanent condition, in that the infant may learn to hake the mobile .

move afier periods of time longer than the ones used by .Wateon. We will ..

return to this point a little °later. ,
.

? Some other studies,reviewed by Butterfield and Cairnes a few years ago
l l's(1976) are of additional interest in this area. . In.their work (along with

Ga67 Silierstein) they had,demonstra'ted that infants would stick on -a pacifier
with greater,intensity to hear vocal music than they would to hear the. same
music without the -singing. Other studies showed that an infani\would suck I/
either harder or faster or both to hear a simple "baa" sound delivered-again
and again on a tape recorder. However, after'awhile the infants vould slow
their sucking rate and intensity batk to the baseline level as a conseqaence

, of boiedom or satiation or habituation (the latter terms being a bit more
"objective") but would immediately increase rate or intensity of suding if
even so small a change as hearing a "paa" rather than a 'baa" was made in the
taped presentation. Further, other investigators-bave found that infants
wilr sock harder or faster tp heat= the language pattern of %heir mother thaYr
to' hear the pattern of a different ranguage s AS Japanese.. The reason
that these studies are of particular interest that they were done with

11
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newborn infants who were not more than.our pys of age! In each of these
examples, the infant already knew how to stick a pacifier and had a normal
rate-or intensity for doirig so, but would also suck'either harder or faster
or -both in order to experience vocal mu.ic, a simple speech sound, or the
voice pattern of the language, spoken y its mother. Such cOnsequences
obviously motivated the infants to behaveldifferently, although very fel,/ of
us would have said that a newborn has need to hear yocal music, or, if
deprived of hearing"iloaa" sOunds, would w rk harder to hear them. Food and
drink we know' aboutlIbut we are just sta ting to learn about other factors
that motivate an infant to increase the rateor intensity of a given form of
behavior. .

\

This reaction on the part of the infnt is notrestricted to just the
sounds that an infant hears. Would you believe that an infant will increase
rate of sucking just to continue watching the design that anyone can fired on
a simple checker board? Infants a bit older will work to see a face rather
than a random assortent .of p 'mouth, nose, ears, and eyes. By several
months of age; an 'infant will suck harder to see a face of its own mother
rather than the face of a stranger. As before, the average parent does not
thi k of needs or motivation when it comes to events such 'as seeing faces,
but at the same time, almost everyone recognizes that some types make even
ve y ,young infants laugh, although they 'would not conClude from that.
information that the,infant would work by sucking fiarder in order to actually
produce events-,that make the infant laggir. This is an important distinction
when working wifh the handicapped child because often we will find activities
or events that produce no smile or signs of recognition but for which
behavio Lj. increase.,

The, point that we are trying to Make here is that, while some conditions

of motivation can be determined by attempting to understand the wants, needs,
or other deprivation states that the child may have, a tremendously large

number of motivating conditions or events will remain undetected using such
an approach. Instead, we would strongly suggest that motivation of a

severely handicapped child be detected and understood in terms of the
cOnditions ors, events for which the student is willing to change the rate or
intensity of his/her behavior in order to prodtAce or avoid them. This is_

what we mean Ixoperationalizingilmotivating conditions. Whatever consequence
that works in changing the rate or intensity of a' stu4en177-17eTivior must be

viewed as a motivating condition. The remain4\of this manual is devoted:Z:3'
methods f',Ordetecting and then using the wiae range of events that can be
used to motivate the behavior and thus increase the learning process of the
infant or child.

Types of Motivating Conditions

In the informatiOn above, we discussed iwo basic types of motivation in7
a very brief way. One type is the set of conditions or events that a person
wi l work to produce. We will work by moving a spoon into a mound of iqe

crem,setarelativelysmallail the end of the spoon, lift the
..

,
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spoon frOm t4e dish to our mouth, open our mouth, put the spoon in, close our
lips,1 lift the handle of the spOon slightly upwards against our upper lip,
and ' hen 414 the spoOn out of our moutfi and Prepare for the next cycle of
movem nts as We melt,and swallow the goodtasting stuff in our mouths. ,In

Chis'examplei, there are at least 'eight major steps of work involved in
getti g a .sinall amount of ice cream into our mouths. There are two ways of
sayin this'in 'alr examples of positive motivation. One way is to say that's
perso will 'wc:As toproduce something that s/he wants. A somewhat more
objec live way of Sayiug it Is if the person will work to get something, then
s/he Wants it. When we are working with the handicapped stddent, we will
gener lly find that e second way of describing the positive motivation of*

Sc our s Ldents is more use ul.

he second 'type of. tivation is a bit less obvious alid involves those
condi ions or events that a person will work ta.avoid. For example, the
avers e parent will work veiy.very hard o do whatever is necessary to make
their infant stop crying. Th will cover the laby, change a diaper, check
for n open safety pin (how bout a piece of diaper'tape sticking to the

' 'skin? feed the baby, give him/h r four ounces of orange 'juice, talk to the
baby, make funny sounds, and siJ)i faces, rock the baby, bounCe the baby,

0 cudd e the baby, and, in general, Urn themselves inside out to get the kid
to hut up. Put a clean towel ovethe head andeyes of an infant or child
and s/he will move, to several other examples of both positive and negative
typ s,,,Of'motivating conditions so that we will have.an opecational definition
of tXem.

1

IDENTIFXING POTENTIAL MOTIVATORS

,
When we are.looking for something for which *tbe-ltandicáppéd. student will

Produce .behavior in order to get, we have-td first decide what types of
"work" (or behavior) we might use. In this effOrt, we start by observing the
student a .hit -- watching what the student does at various times and under
various conditions. Does s/he look at things? Dobes s/he seem to look at,

some things more ehan at others'? Does s/he move his/her body around in order
to see something frold,a better point of view, such as moving-Co see something
jUst under the desk (or table or tray)? We can. immediately decide'that.the
behavior of looking and moving the body in order to see are the types of_ work
and, if,the siudent does this, then we have a basis for finding smeiforms of
positive ,notivating conditions. Our problem is to set.the task so that we

are, in effect, aSking the student a nonverbal question. .

Let us astiiie that our student has been seen loaking, at Piaurei hanging
on the all, and that it is reasonable to assume that Oicturediattract that
stu 's attention. We can then start with co ored pictures of people,

imals, vehicles, types of outdoor scenes, fo ms of recreation such as
/wimming, jumping rope, sledding, etc.,'until we have a reasonable numb'er of

different pictures. We can then present these pictUres in pairs in order to
determine which member of any given pali seeps to attract the student's

6
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attention most, e ore resenting the pictures, a set sequence should be
established (see example in thble I). If the studen selects pictures with a
Ofinite,preference, then the procedure will terminate with a ranked 9equence
of what pictures the ,student selects most frequently. Objects or actions

that are represented by the respective pictures will also give us some major
clues about ,what real objects or actions the studerit might like. This

sequence is simply an example of a method of working with haddicapped
children that, we' prefer to call the :istroeg inference model" which was J

initially described by John Platt in 1964: Let us assume that, in the
sequencefelirThictures, the student had a decided tendency to pick pictures of
known people. His/her parents, brothers or sisters, teacher, teacher aide,
minister, priest, or rabbi, or even a schoolmate might have been chosen when
paired with any other alternative. We might infer from this a very strodg
social reinforcemdnt4ostructure such that contacts with or even,pictures of
these people could motivate relevant behavioral improvement and' even,

important -aspects of learning. We could use pictures as reelnforcers by
starting an album with the 'student which s/he could fill as a-,consequence of
dning someEhing of significance in the classropm.or at home. This is not to
say that every, or even any, handicapped student migHlt prefer pictures of
people, but if they do, we would be able to find this fact using the method
described in the. sequence and then use this information'to motivate some
lother interesting forms of behavior. '

A similar approach that is a bit mdre complex is to pair objects'and

present them twolat a time, allowing the student to take one of the two and
. play, with it for a while. In generál,"and.especially in the early stages Of

learning 'and instruction, one can expect young handicapped students to do
very little with objects and what they will probabljdo is considered rather
priTitive in behavior development. The typical student Will pick an object,

1).ring it _to his/her mouth, suck or bite itwfor.a couple of minutes, bang it
on the table, rub it on the table surface, fip it repetitively, and

generally conclude by dropping it. Such actions are the schemes or oPerantst
that represent the current organization of the child's behavior. The idea of

pairing items, letting the student choose one Of the two, and then observing
-what the ,stpdent does with the selected.object is the basis for identifying
not only items that are potential reinforcers, but also a_,means'for

determining the behavior.that may be the starting point of an instructional

path. As the child proceeds to select various,items and use them either
repetitively in one way or each in different ways, we can then systematically
arrange the items across a large number of trials fs) determine the pattern

and function of the selection. In this arrangement'system, we are attempting
to isolate thg strong tendencies of the child in Alerms of both preference and
of use. The following example was taken,from our recenf interaction with a
severely handicapped student in a classroom in which he was enrolled for the
first time -- at age 14, he had never been in a school claisroom before this.

4



Name:

Table 1
RECEI'TIVE LANGUAGE. - TWGE:CHOICE TASK

Ant ecedehts:

;

Date:

Staff:

Consequences.:

Individtial

Considetations:

L - +/-
1 . Shoe* Toothpaste 21. Shoe* Toothpaste

Hairbrush Cup* 22.
.-

Hairbrush Cup*,

2. Comb* - Sgoon 23. Comb* 'Spoon

4: Toothbxush* Soap 24. Toothbrush* Soap..

.5. 'Watch* Sock . 25. Watch* ..Sock

CuF Shoe*1 26. Cup-, -Shoe*

7. Todthpaste Hairbrush 27. Toothpaste* Hairbrush
4 ,

8. Sock Comb* 28. Sock . Comb*
. > -

9. Spoon* Too0brusti. 25. Spoon* Toothiiiush

i. Soap Hairbrush* 30., Soap Hairbrush*
.4

11. Comb Watch* 31. Comb Watch*

12. Sock* . Shoe
.1

32. Sock* Shoe

:1. Cup* Comb 33. Cup* Comb

14. Toothbrush Toothpaste* 34. Toothbrush Toothpaste*

15. Spoun Soap* 35. Spoon Soap*

1 . Hairbrush* Cup 36. Hairbrush* Cup

17. Shoe Sock*' 31.. Shoe Sock*

18. Soapl; -Watch
a

. ,

38. Soap* Watch

.,19. Toothpaste 4 Toothbrush* 39. Toothpaste Toothbrush*

1

211. Watch Snoon* 40. Watch Spoon*

+1-



Srrategies To IdentiTy Potenfial:Reinforcers

ve started with the knowledge that each situation presented to Bobby
would be a multiple stimulus condition and that we could not tell in advance
how-he would react to each of these conditions. Since-he was rarely heard to
vocalize and never heard to emit.a sound that was anything like a word, we
'assumed that he was without expressive language. ;r1 addition, he never
indicated even the.possibility of receptive language.' The COndftions of the .

task that we considered important were:

1. Position of objects.left or right.
. 2. Texture of objects.

3. Color of objects.
4. Objects capable of +noise 6r music.

5. Objects capable of madtpulation such as friction or
-wind-up toys.

6. Objects associated with seif-help like a comb, brush,

small towel, toothbrush; etc. 14

7. Wearalile items such as'a hattIloves, necklace, bracelet,
etc.

8; Static- objects, or toys such as beads, small puzzles,

dolls, stuffed animals' (always include a soft green
frog).

'9. Edibles such as fruit loops,- raisins, 'smarshimallows,

M&M's,, granola (for health food nuts), etc.
10. Drinkable fluids ranging from water to coke and including

- milk. ,

11. Tools including spoons, a dull'Tencil on a sinall sheet of
paper, crayon, a small ball ofiyarA, a cup, small hammer,

_smell shovel, etc.
12: Any. other items that pribr observations of the,child 1

indicated.might have'value to test in this situation.

Since -Bobby vas- seated in a wheelchair with a large tray attached,:we

positioned ourselves across from him with the various objects on 4a table at .

our side? The objects were then selected at random in pairs and then

presented tO him about' twelve inches apart while we held his nonpreferred

hand (see Table It and Figure 1). This made it possible to only'take One of. :

the two objects and, as soon,as he touoted one, the othee was placed back on ..
the table. A second person wrote the positions and description.of ,the two
objettS and then bade notes on what Bobby,did with the selected object fot
about 30 seconds after he selected it. The objects were then represented on

, two or three more trials to determine if he was' selecting the object on the
basis 'of position and if his selection Was conststent. We then changed the
object. in a systematic manner to determine if he was selecting objects on
the tia s such factors as color, texture, manipulability, edibility,

drinkabil y, .ound making capability, or 'Simply selectin& the objects at
random an chewing, pounding, rubb.ing, 'or simply throwing them at the

teacher'. B bby was tremendowsly tonsistent (which is quite unusual with such
chijdren) in that he.always selected objects in the direction of their.being
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Xtems'Used:

Required Response:

.
Figur;0/1

. Preferred/Non-Preferred
2 Choice Discrimination As$essment

= .
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pondit.iOns

'

ts

4

1

Arrange item order so that no item is presented
more than 2 consscutive times and all aPpear
equally on right and left eides:

Position student so that 6one is norimliiedand
expected motor response i facilitated..

.

11.

Trainer presenq 2 opjecti, gives no Verbaldirec-
qmons, starts stop:Watch, waits for student to
s4lec..t object 'through requj.red motor response.

Does student select.object bef
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yes
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TtAiner cially interacts with
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the, train" but

on with toy.
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\

Has sIudent stopped intera9fion
,

tOy?

.
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hand(s) used, time to'selection (latency),
,length of interaction, cdmments on interactionI.
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4
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,

yes
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11(-32-->.

>no

.4no

n!:#

how
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'

Remove objects fter 1
minute of inte rction;
,Tresent next p.ir
(Recycle toliq,.

4 ,

'

Recycle to 10
Presentaiioris

#,.

Repeat sequencelat
another timei

f '
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'manipulable by shaking the& gently up aad'Uown. The bestmemberof this
gioup was a string of plastic pop beads. Five' beads on a string proved to be

"ideal in terms of Bobby's pattern Of.selection. Through thin methed we
ijisolated a very powerful potential reinforcer for Bobby (shakeable objects
such -as, pop, heads) and identified hth strongest form of behavioral
manipulation (shaVn4").

.

#

A 'more typical patterh of behavior was given by Jill, with whom w tried
essentially the same prOcedure. 'At first glance,,Jill was very much like
Bobby in that she was nonverbal, about, the same Age,'had.ne'ver been in a
school program, was nonambulatory, had,reasonably good Manual manipulation
ability, and showed social responses such as smiling at people. When the
bject.s were presented to her, she would seldom select one of the two objects
"in the minute allowed for) her to do so. On occasion, she would select a
medium-sized rubber hall or.a doll and then proceed to ,simply cuddls it to
her chest. However, she was unreliable in selecting these objects and would
not work hard ito get them. .She would never take candy, fluids, or other

. toys, even though she cou,ld. These sessions were repeated several times eacil
Week for more than six weeks with about the same results. Jill could be
described, as simply not caring very,much about anything that we put into her
sequential "smorgasbord" of items. Thus, we were unable to-find items that
could be called potenoial reinforcers and we had to approach Jill differently
from Bobby. Social deprivation was us4d to set up a mild: aversive condition
(no social interaction/ignoiing), which was terminated and replaced with
interaction when Jill 'performed desired responses. (Specific procedures are
described in a later section.) ;

We should mention Katy, who Was known to us long before we tried this

Procedure. as -someone who would eat literally anythiig and everything. Give
her a piece of candy with the paper still on it and she would eat paper and
all. Give her string, a sock, a spoon,sand she would inevitably put it,in
her mouth and attempt to eat\it. Our,problem with Katy was not in having.her
select items, but in presenting only items that she could not put in her
mouth and swallow,easili wfth the exception of_allowable edible items. Everi-

plastic cups with small amounts of milk couldn't be used because she would
bite pieces out of the edge of the cup as soon as she brought it her mouth --
we didn't know this until after she did ic the first time she had the

opportunity. -- but we didn't make_this mistake-twice! Needlesa to say, we

found her to be exceptionally reliable adross trials and we had ideniified a
large set of powerful potential reinfor -- all pf them edibles. 4 ,

Motivating Severely Handicapped Students

These three students are real people who are all,in early adoescence.
There is not really much wrong with them in terms of motor problems, although
Jill had a modifiable deformity in her feet which was altered with orthdpedi .

surgery. 'Unfortunately, each is nooambulatory and clearly evidences a
problem that Seligman (1975) has termed "learned helplessness". For Bobby,
the objects that he was allowed to use were not very functional for.

12
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manipulation or for cdtaingent feedback (such as a music-making toy or
wind-up toys). cpnseqüently, he 'has taken the items provided,.such as.
plastic , toys, and habituated a spe fib sfereotyped form of "flipping" in

-

. which he will engage fot literally ours
A
'on end. While we are abli,to use

this forri of behavior 40s arafts f r motivating behavioral change, it came
into- existence as a func hacing never been taught something better to
do with his "free time". Ji11 eacted to the same set of past circumstances
by simply not respondirig: ofi,anything. She has accustomed herself to
watching the world-io by a tog everything that needs to be done for her
performed by someon'e else. r feeding, washing, dressing, and even her sole
entertainment (televisio re done.by somedne else as she passively responds,.
to those iequirement hichonk she can perform, such as opening her mouth,
swallOwing, or. .stowly pushing herself .round her small world looking for
something better to watch. .1(aty sofved the same set of'problems by focusing
all activity on eating, 'Which is, itresent,, her only interest. At mOst.-
other times, she. will simply sit with her right hand deep in her mouth and
flicking her big ttre with her left hand. In later sections, we describe how
we pushed the ptudents out of'these stereotyped forms of behavior into events
that were more progressive,"but we want to mention that these students were
not behaying as .they do (did): becabse they were severely or profdundly
handicapped, but Alecause they learne4 this behavior to compensate for the
lack of something better to do.

.

4

-, Of .the three students described.:AZOve, only Jill presents a major

problem .of motivation. Iler-lack of responsivenNs is momentarily difficult
to manage as a severely impaired student who cannot control. her movements as
a function of derebral damage. To change this state,of affairs, we may have
to turn to consequences which are termed mildly aversive and which the
student wij1 work to avoid: This is a very sensitive issue for at least a
couple of major reasons. -First, many people helieve Chat severely and

profoundly handicapped children are in this condition because-of Inability to
learn,- regardless of the instructional strategy used to improve'their
behavior. Some may recall Pearl Buck's (1950) description'of her handicapped
daughter who, while trying to learn'a reasonably complex task, began to cry
from frustration and ipability'to manag6 the task. Pearl Buck:responded to
this,:-.A.Ituation by 4removing pressure from 3lier_daughter and decided to do
whatever she could to have her child enjoy life without such problems.
Subsequently, the daughter ,was instiototionalized in order to be in an

undemanding environmintv The real Problem is that Pearl Buck/wrote a very

popular book about Wer daughter and many have used the account to justify a
school program that Concentrates on providing thefull range of reinforcing
events without asking the child to do'anything to producelhem. This is the
task 'in sensory stimnilation -- passive behavior. We describe this situation
as one of making the child as happy as possible, given his/her diSability.
This happened to Jill and, as a consequence, she may remain institutionalized
for fhe'remainder of,her life with no options'avallable to her. She will eat

when someone de.cides to feed her,'sleep wheln someone puts her to bed, and be
free to slowly explore her environment when someone has the tithe to place her
In a walker. Such events may actnaliy,makeJill haPpy, but in the absence oç
any'options,'who can tell, for sure?
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Our alternative was to'attempt to increase existing motivational gtates #
with students like Jill by setting up mil4ly depoiving conditions (Figgge 2).
For example, Jill genellally eats three full meals each dayi but tends to
res st food when used in a" befovior demanding.situation. One means to
i ove aivation is to reduce the breakfast to something'like juice and
hen 'use other pares of breakfast after 10:00 a.m. to reinforCe selected

Performances. The 'same pattern could then be Osed with lunch so:that mild
food deprivation could lorm the stasis ofthe desired performances. Another

form of glild 'aversive stimulation for Jill (and fof many other students as
well) is (short tern socihl deprivation. Jill 'likes to haire people with her

,and to be doing entertaining things for her like talking to her, showing her
pictureg, making objeCts such as toys ,loor. record players operate properly.

The problem arises when she is asked to perform even the simplest part of-any
of these 4tasks like turning the page of a book, pulling the string on a toy
that .makes noises like -farm animals, or pulling a doll to her which was
placed on a towel in front of hdr. In social deprivatiop,,the person working
with her was directed to set,the task so that Jill could perform it"and to
then sit staring at the task and not,talking to Jill,at any time. However,
if she made a definite move.to manipulate the arranged materials, the person
would praise Jill, give her a hug; rub her back, and do other things,that
Jill enjoys "-(not all at one time, but distributed across instances of
etfortance by Jill). In this,way, the situation remained socially deprived

s long as Jill waited for teacher activity, but became".alive and animated
hen Jill made a desired response. The initial waits in this situation
Ometimes' were as long as 20 minuted, but 'then reduced quickly across

pportunities. We will discuss other types'of mild aversive conSequences
I ter.

IS-DOES LANGUAGE OF REINFORCEMENT

In the above section, we discussed tWo major types Qf motivation. The

best type to use in educational intervention with handirapped children is
motivation derived from letting the child have something s/he wants as a

function of doing something ,,that we -want. :This can be called positive
reinforcement' because the child, must want, like, reach fot, work for, or
otherwise turn themselves inside.out.to get this'type of consequence. ,What
consequenCes serve in this way with modt handicapped students is a remarkably
individual matter. we . have met children who will try harder to get the
teacher to,blow gently in their faces than for M&M's or other edibles, and we
used blowang as a .positive reinforcement .in some aspects of training.
Another child love& fruit loops, but would only eat4them from a spoon - she
wouldn't pick them up from the table, take them frotshe teacher's han,d, or
even from the box, but only from a spOon. So she,received fruit loops from a

spoon as a,dotivating reinforcer. Yel another student worked for parts of a

plastic toy tool box and for practically nothing else. We attempted to give

a fruit loop, to one youngster who'immediately broke it and then blew,it on

the floor and,laughed. He did the same with a second and then a third loop
an& laughed each time. He then waited expectantly for the next one which we
gave to him after we got him to approAimate a verbal imitation of

14
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Antecedent
Conditions

j

,FigUre #2

DePriVation Procedures

;
A

Identify potential "motiyating"
condition such as food, social
praise, aecess to particular
individuals, eye contact, etc.

Structure environment so that student
iS sxstematically deprived of'the
identified motivator for a.period,ofip
time:\

Has studelit,beendeprived of
motivatorttor at2le'ast 6.7o,
hours?

ye6

Institute acceleration
program using motAtator as

consequence for'cOredt
performance..

performance Apelerating?

yes

J/
ao,

Continue deprivation on the
same time basis.

no
Wait until specified time
period has elapsed before
initiating acceleration
programming.

no-4

15
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4

'

ReevalUate the time period'
of deprivation-from the motivator--
and increase length of deprivation
if appropriate.
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"Want_Lloop!" He was reinforced by fruit loops, but only-because he would
smash each cereal and blot:). the pieceg on the floor. To us, the effort of
cleaning the resulting.mess was well worth the greatly_ipproved motivation of
this ,student which may be something akin to saying that we "laugl)ed'a101 the
way to.the bank.".

i

, .
. ;4

AtmOst anything can be a reinforcer to a given child and some of our
most reliable consequences such as ice creT0,,,--,7Coke, and M&M's are not
reinforcing to all students.- The point that4S important here is that a
consequence is,,reinforcing to a given child when and only when it has the
desired effect Of imprbving `the child's motivatidn to learn or to contintle to
respond correctly. If we tonsistently praise:the child and,yet there is no
observable change in behavior or motivaton, then our praise is.not a
reinforcing cOnsequence: 'If shou'ting at a child to keep his/her hand out of
his/her mouth is associated with either an increase in hand-in-mouth
responding or at least no decrease in this form of behavior, then shooting is'
einforcint,_ even if it was meant to .decrease such behavior. A consequence
IS what 'a cOdseq;uence DOES to a child's motivation.

411.

Sindt reinforcing consequences vary widely among children, a method for
4. ..,finding effeciive consequegces diet is more efficient than simple "trial and -

'error" is the use of the Prematk Principle. David Premack (1962) studied

itsues of reinforcement first with animals and, more recently, with'children
..: and made dome truly interesting obsetvations.., First, the fact of

reinforcement is not so much the consequence itselfo but what the indivjdual
does with It. 1.1&M candies are not reinforcink "as duch, eating them or

_ .

. trading them for somethiRg better toSeat (like granola bars?) is the key to

t .

,periods 6f about four hours out' each 16-hour wakidg day, \then We can Say

-_ that .Uand in mouth /has a probabi 5,y of about e2S or wiffoccur about 25
IIpercent of the time. If the same child'h he opportunity to play'with some

toys Placed in, front of him/her,, but id:obseived fo do so*only about

one-half hour out of a 16-hour -waking dayolthen his/ er probability for
I/spomaneous play with toys is only .03 or three percent of he time* "In this

example, we can conclude that Sucking his/her hand.is more,deinforcing than

', that s s that the probability. of 'any behavior can be changed by 11

playing with toys. Premack's principle can then be taken 0:5 the next level
.

followthj the occurrence of that behavior with a consequence that allows the
student to engage in a'more ppobable behaviort 'With the ha -1..11-mouth child

, * we can accomOlish this---dhange by restridting the hand by,t ng ii gently, but .

. Ifirmly, to the _arm of ,the chair, using a weigated wrist cuff, oresimpry

holding the hand on the table. At the same time, the student is given the
opportunity to play with some se ected toys with the other haqd and when play

occurs for ten minutes or so, te student is then allowed to have access to.

reinforcement.
event.

Drinking icoke and not the1qtelitseV.12the reinforxing
Playing 'kith tobl box and not:00 to x'itself.isthe

reinfofcer. SmasHing the fruit looP and not the .loop itself is-the

reinforcer, "Flipping" the pop beads and Rot ehe beads themselves is,the
reinforcer. In effect, behavior is the reinforcer fkr.orevious behavior.' If
this is the caee, how does one determine what-is reirhfprcing..and wh,at is not?
Premack Atated that the observed probability. Of$ehavior dgtermines the
reinforcing_valuein.any_give 'situation, If a handicappedthild is_observed
to spontaneously have her/his na in .his/her mouth and be sucking on it for

16
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his/her hand again for a few ;,iMinutes. In this wiy,.we haveot.aken a low

pxobability behavior .(play) and:tet it up to be followed by the consequence

of being allowed to-engage In\a high-probability behavior (hand sucking)
which is the basis for reinfo?CeMent. If this is done consistently, the
Amount of time spent_ playing,with toys,should increase at least up to the
probability level of sucking the hand'. Any behavior can be reinforced 19r
following instances 'cif that behavior with eveCiToThjects that allow for
the occurrence of behavior that. hasa hatTeprobability.. 'N

I
If a student tends to spend about 'ehree hours a Clay eating and drinking,

then we can assume that such behavior has a probability of .19 (3 divided by
,

16 hours, which is about the Average waking day). If we restrict eating and
\.. . , drinking for a perioä of time by not snowing the student io eat most of

1111 '

his/her breakfast, we have restricted the probability of the behavior ari
haVe thereby set up'a potential reinforcer. If tie ll child wil imitate one

l)!

motor movement in a half hour, then we know the probability or' imitation is

111

about .03 (1 divided by 32 half hour segments in.16 hours) so that imitation
i

is far les& /giobable than eating. Consequently, if we a11dW the child to

.
spend a few moments eating after every succesgful instance of imitation, we

II

( Are- arranging the octurretice of a high probabilitybehavior to follow the
occurrence "of a low-probability behavior, which is Pr4mack's definition'of a

reinforcing state of affairs.* In this way, the rate on probability of

II

imitation should begin to increase. 1

,

)
A teacher or therapIst does not have to know the exact proportion of

time a student engages in a given form of behavior to determine the basic '

reinforcement of the child since Simple observed instance of frequent forms

.of behavior can generally be judged to.be pi4obab1e reinfoxcors. .lioweve;-., the

s

condition, that li-wide range of .potentialctivities are-provided nitisE be met

4 ___Iiha_wedesLihed__ earlier, would spend ireat amounts of time flipping pop
before _such observationt have Much utility. Afor example, odr friend Bobby,

. beads, but he had .never had access to a drum. Therefore, we really don't
-.

know if a drum might have a higher probability for occupying his time or not:

III

One way to deal wieh this situation is to provide handicapped students with a

cAfeteria--of --items -to oat -z_ctr_rnardpulate ancLwa tch what they do with them

(Figure 3). In a restricted 'senge, this 'is what we suggested in t-he

11

two-choice activity described earlier by which wedetermined that Bobby liked

the pop beads more than the other objects offered to him. A wider ranging

cluster of items Tay give us even greater insights_into the set of conditions
that will motivate a handicapped student. In addition, the cafeteria conceptI gives ,each. student greater latitudesin usingthe available items than the

situation found in the two-choice system: This is especially important in

terms of che amount of time allowed for -a student to explore an item.

II

Therefotia, Astablishing a prolonged interaction with items allows Eor student

exploration and discovery of some functions that could "'be of interest" to .

the student and also be' useful as a reinforcer at some other time. -Such

11

'opportunities in a cafeteria-structure may also allowthe student time and

intrineic motivation enough to demonstrate, complex forms pf behavior, which

would not be observable under restricted conditions. This is an important
\

utcome in that what.we see in the behavior of handicapped students is often

I
\c-diistrained by the restrictions we.place on the environments in which they'

Are free to behave. .

.
.

. \

.

C

II
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Items tO be used:

1

Figure" #3

5-Choice "Cafeteria"
Assessment of Object-Interaction

Reqtfired Motor Response:

Program Steps:

.

1) Trainer selects 5 objects to be placed in front of student.

2) Traider positions student in such a way as to facilitate object
interaction using-required motor response. A9 .

4
3) Trainer places 5 objects equally.spaced in front of student (2 on

right sidef2 on left/1 center).

4). Traider records behavior on1 10 second intervals for total period
of 5 minute's. ,One idrk is made at the end of each interval in
appropriate cat9gory when- student is engaging in required lotor
response. -Other and Neaesponse columns are marked as indfdated
on data sheet.

5)- At least tbree sessions with the4same objects presented in different
positions are,run before-data is interpreted.

18
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In all of this, we ve said very little about the use Of aversive
conditions in motivating chi n. The reason is-simple. PuishMent works!
When a child ,does somethin that we do not like, and we decide to use
punishment such as spanking the child, putting the child into immediate
isolatton, withdrawing positive reinfoycers instantly upon the occurrence of
an undesirable form of behavior, we can see some rather dramatic rapid
results. The Problem is that while punishment works to eliminate undesirable
behavior, it does 'relatively little to teach the child an alternattve mode of
response.. While mild aversive stimulation which the ohild can avoid by

. performing in IT' more appropriate manner is much more acceptalje than the
simple use of punishment, neither approach is the "treatment of choice" when
positive reinfOrceMent strategies have not been fully tested. We should be
willfng to use 4Dur best shaping techniques wit171-.15-oOtive reinforcement before
trying aversive processes in any situation with the more severely
handicapped.

'

ANTECEDENT EVENTS IN INSTRUCHON,
,

As much as we have said about the importance of consequences in thg

motivation of behavior change, one could conclude that all that .1s needed in
instruction is an efiective set of reinforcerp. This is true when the child

knows how to emit the desired 'forms of behavior and only a change in

mOtivation will be necessary to indue the child to demonstrate his

repertoire. In the early 41.-tages of instrUctibn, motivation isvery important

for this -exact reason; without'it we cannot tell the difference between a
child who knows what to do and simply isn't motivated to do that from one who
doesn t Know What to do. 1toweve-11---alce we are assured that we have a
motivated student and we have convinced ourselVes that the problem is one of
having not learned the .appropiiare fotm of behavior, then we mdst turn to
antecedent cinditions to find the appropriate sequence to teach new behavior

--to the stude\lt. The rure ehIC-applfii here is Bat antecedent onditions
determine neW7tforms of 'behavior and consequences strengthen the rate or

probability of Chat behavior. Id the selection and arrangement of antecedent
events, we findthesecret- of% successfulinstruct-ion wi-th-handleapped

.students.

Bringing t4tt discussion'dowm to concrete real 'ties, a few examples would
,A

serve us well to illustrate 'these points. Suppos that we want a student to
-be able to "name" a see of common,objects. /Objects could be "named" by
speaking,- by signing, or by poii.tting to/looking atan object or symbol. /.)--

Several factOrs ,are important in determining hot./ we proceed with this task.
First of all, rom the knowledge of sensorimotor or cognitive deyelopment, we

would determine a Rrerequisite that the student must be interacting with.'"

.objects and .with people at a level of development conistent with secondary
circular reactions. -AA this level, the studenA Would be-Making
discriminations among object's: This would .be determined through observAllon

, that s/he behaved differently with Yespect to several types of objects,
"drive" a toy car, wear a necklace, put a hat on the head, pretend to drink

19
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from a cup, rock a doll; etc. ',A student who shówed.primary circular reaction,.
behavior would pound, month, rub, or throw the objects without much evidence
of differentiation among them. In addition, the child yho is differentiating
discriminating objects would also probably differentiate people in that some
would be !preferred over others and a particular lew would instill extreme ,

excitement in the sttident. These cognitive and social ndicators are
reasonable pr equisites to the more complex act of object nam ng. However,
we cannot simpl ask a relatively mute child to begin naming objects since
there is probably n evidence in his/her repertoire that-he/she has the.names
available to assign t the'selected objects4 For this purpose, we would turn
to verbal imitation training As the first in the sequence of steps. If this
failed, we mighOthen turn to motor imitation.training. Both.verbal and
motor imitation training strategies are outlined elsewhere (Bricker. Ei

Bricker, 1976; Bricker, Ruder, Vincent-Smith, & Bricker, 1976; Guess, Sailor, ,
& Baer, 1978) and Are used only as example,s,of different fypes of antecedent
arrangements. The point is that characteristics of the studenr's reaponse
structure/would .indieate the level at which training would be tried spd that.
failures at one leVel would -immediately push training back- td another
prerequisite level. However, in either level of imitation training the same
basic structure of antecedents would be used.

Assuming motor imitation, the first step in antecedent arrarigements
would be the selection of a specific motor movement that is to be imitated
(or a ,group of about five such items). The next step is to present the
movement(s) along with the request, "Do this". If the child dpes'not begin
to imitate in a span of about twovor three seconds, then a second example of
the movement, alOng with the request, would be made. (See Figure 4.) If
again there is no response, then a second movement would be tried and the
evaluation cycle repeated. Generally, five or six assessments of this\eipe
using somewhat dif ferent imitation ' movemeni.s_in_earh assessment_would--be---\-

---rutticient to establish ,the initial assumption that the student.was not
imitating, imitating only approximations of the modeled movement, or, was_

: actually imitating the.selected responses. However, the assumption would-be
predicated on the c nd ion tha t_ _the_ student----was---mativa-tedtir-resportd-

--fmitaTively through the use of known and proven reinforcers. 1f the. student
:1-6* only approximating imitationa, or is not imitating, then the procedure is
shifted to. a training routine throush the mechanism of altered antececient
arrangements. Alterations in Antededent conditions follow a relatively
standard pattern whiCh is bade& on a very Useful notion-of.multiple-stilmrlus-
control.

Multiple Stimulus Controlq

dri,e of the 'mistonceptions about behaviorism.that many people lyld is
that the structure of huMan behavior must be represented in a network of
simple stimulus-Iesponse-conseqUence models4 This structure is called the
"three-term contingency 7of reinforcement" and 4sindeed used often in.the
context of behavior modification. However, the situation is much more.

11complex than that, att we will see. First, no training or testing ever goes

C-
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Procedures for Motor Imitation Baseline

Select at least 5 motor acts to be,imitated by the student. Motor
actions should be in the repertoire of the student and repreentative
of: Mob)r actions with 4n object.(beat drum, hit table); visible
motor actions (clap handa, todch head); inVisible,motor actions
(blink eyes, stick 'out tongue).

Construct data sheet where each item is presented at least twice
(5 items, 2 times each, total of 10 trials)..

4

TeaOher/treiner perfoims motor
iacLon and says "DO this."

'Does sO d ent imitate movement? -no

yes

Reinfo4ce with appropriate
conseqqences

Is thiSq`-the 10th trial?]

yes .

Is this Ifle 3rd session of

bAeline?

yes

lInitia e,Programmingl

Repeat model/directions.

5

Does the student imitate

1--

yes---4Recycle to Al.

.

movement?

_

3

Proceed to next trial.
Recycle to Al.

0 D
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on id a situation where a.single stimulus or consequence can be identified'as
the one and only critical element, The student comes to the situation of

training in ,some complex state.of deprivation in that some time_has elapsed

since- the last meal; the preceding encounter, with school or home Was either
boridg or exciting 'or neutral, each of which has its own residual

deprivation; the history of training in this setting has differentially

prepared the -student to emit the desired correct responses; and the training

room itself is a complex network.Of physical and social stimuli, which each
may or may not have some .,control over,the behavior of the student. For

example, pictures of sport or TV stars on the wall might attract looking,'as
could the presence of interesting toys or magazines. .A friendly teacher and
other students would- add t6 the complexity of the situation, and each

stimulus element, has the potential to operate as either'an antecedent or

consequent event. ,The behavior of the student from moment to moment would
represent a reaultant of these.stimulus conditions in interaction.with the

immediate and long-term. historical events that have shaped the behavior of
the student to respond as he/she is Observed to do. In this complexity we

bring a coupi.ç .,of relatively weak stimuli, inclnding the-statemept, "Do

this!" and a mo eled motor movement, and hope that the student will respond

so that we can sa , "Good boy/girl!" To believe,fhat a handicapped student

will snap to atte tion and rapidlY enit the correct.response under such

diverse conditions is kin-to believing in magic.

Physical Guidance

. In considering mOltiple stimulus control in a training situation, the
,

II

, .

.

essential factor is the means .b.y which antecedents can become4sa1ient, which
operationally niqans how the child can 'Come under control of the seleOxed

) .,?:.t.' ,

ones. For marN forms"'of behavior this i%done throughthe proce 'Of

guiding the 'tudent through thein qphysical guidance, wh means '-re e d /
N , , .-

thcivetènt- ekadtiy aa you woblcihave the Student do it-by himself/herse/f.", ',In

imitation training this is done by using a second. trainer (a parent, a

volunteerv- a:- classroom -aide-,-7 whoever) -who -wouldstand behind the child

holding the hands an 'head in some_.t.hing-likse a "neutral position". When the

child stopped fus ng and loOtea directly at the teacher, t .teacher would

say "Do this!" Id ollerform a selected motor movetent. his time the .
41

assistant would move the,gbild's hands, arms, or, whatever to duplicate the
, movement and the final Tlacement. The assistant would,also sensitively

cltennine the point- at which the student was contributing some part of thely.
, - J I/
movement such as, at least in the beginning, by nOt resisting having his/her

hands or arms in the presented position. .When this occurred, the assistant

would quietly od to the teacher, who would quickly praise and reinforce the
student. IIThe einforcet,seneeed would be,one of the most. preferred by the ,

student so that was attention-getting as possible. The rule is to uae the

-Imps-t---powerful re1riforcer at the ear4 stage of important training activities

so that .the ptobability of the response would have the greatest pOsaible
.II

likelihoOd of 'increasing. ...This cycle would tien be-repeated several times in

a given traihing session and across day4w. On each successive cycle, the ,

attempt,, is made to give less and less physical gurdance until the stUdent
II

' emits the. full response all by himself ar herself. Whill,...the'rrtst such

I) -1
22
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imitated movement mighe take two oi''vilree sessions, each successive MOvliment

should take Ift'g time .until the- gtudent imltates a new movemenOyikhout
)

assistance or training. This is an enviable state called "generaiieed
L ... , .,

C iM nit9tion", which ca then be used .to quickly teach avide va't4A1df

functional. skills 4 the child: .The point here is that in eseablishflig

stimulus control, one condition can. be made quite,salient,by making it

impossible for the student eo do othet than the desired respOnse.
...---

.1
.

. - .

The use of physical .guidaInce is the most'importdnt form of stimulus
,

control for this reason.- As;rhe response is repeated and degree of physical
guidance .is faded, then the control over the response is shifted to other
stimuli in the training situ4ion. ,In the last analysis, the,control ig held
exclusively by the preselected antecedent stimuli% of, "Do this!", in

conjunction with the selectedbmodeled movement. In generalized imitatidn,

the training has, proceeded to the point where .componentvin the movements
hake been established as controlling stimuji such that new combinations .pi

,..,..

movements,can now occur in neWl.y Presented items. ,1

4

Another example of multiplestimulus coy,ttrol can be folind in the dom.% n

of discrimination. Again, selecting,an'exampletcom language training, we

can find a different form of miultiple stimulus control in receptive.language'
training. The basic, situation would begin:M.th a single object with the

request, "Give me the (name of the objecr)!"i coinciding probably. wip`

the .teacher extending his/her hand, palm Up. If, after threeor four'triest

the student did not respond to the request, we could again use physical

guidance of the response and then a strong reinforcement when,the object was'

plated in the hand (remembering to treinforce immediately upon the release of

the object). This cycle is repeated until the student picks up,the object

upon request and% without askistance, moves it to,,amd plaCes it in the hand

of the teacIler. A check on the'system is made by the hand and not making the

verbal req and if the student makes the response anyhow, then you know

that the and alone constitutes a controlling stimulus'for the movement,

which is not a desirable outcome.. In this case, training must include.a

series of extinction trials' during which Ole object is simply-replaced on

the table -and'the hand extended again (after a fewisecond time aka) and left

.in position for about five seconds. If, after a few suls.b, trials, the student

can, inhibit the response for five .seconds, then the verbal request.id

` repeated, "Give me the !" Once the student is under this degree of-

'stimulns control, a second object canbe brought in to provide a distractor.

In a twochoice situation involving only two r peated objects (or pictured),

one form of stimulus control that the teacher Ineeds to watch for is. position

- selection, since a student who picks up an obj ct from ei6ber the left 6r the

..right, is reinforced 'for selecting a stimul s in. that position, as well as

for .selecting that particular object." This is checked by varying the named

object from left "t1to right o.p a randomoschedule thatplaces it on eaal side

" about equally oftehee If errors pexsist in the selection of the named objett,
then some cautions are definitely in order. .

1.

A major cauti,on is based on some important research investigations by

terrace (1976) several years ago. °The issue is the,place of an error in the

process of learning,,Terrace developed a procedure for errorless learning in

which 'hgsic stimulu s. control was established using a strong prompting



procedure and then stimulus control was shifted slowlY across seesions so as
to prevent error during the entire process. Sidman and 'Stoddard (1966)
replicated this procedure with severely handicapped residents of in
institution for retaided people.. In,their. work, they taught a circle elipie
discrimination that started with the circle illuminated on one of nine panels
with all other pnels dark. The students Were guidedto.make the reqiiired
pushing ,response to the lighted panel and then guidance was faded when the
students pushed the panel on their own. Ouring this phase the location of
the .one lighted panel was'-varied from one position to another until the
'individual readily pushed the panel with the illuminated circle. At this
point, the remaining panels Were,illuminated progressively across trials so
4hat th controlling panel was, responded. to .continuously with very few

(/P

errors. f \After a long series,' the panels containing the distracting elipse
stimul welke as btight as the circle panel, but the students only pushed the
circlp stimulus, regardless of its location in the set of nine panels. 'After
producing this form of discrimination, they again turned off all but the
i

correct response panel and across trials slowly shifted the form of the
circle, until 'it was an elipse, after which they again faded In the

tracting stimulus' panels (this time containing images of circles) and
again demonstrated discrimination, without' errot. Thus, they taught one
discrimination then reversed it to the other stimulus and did 'this all-with
very few errors. When errors started to become frequent, they modified the
program to ther cJangeyhe content of the sequence or the number of steps
involved.

_ The reason .for the. concern *with errors is the eXte.nt to which the
be.liavior bf handicapped students is controlled, even when-they are emitting
errors. ,For example, Vincent did a study with one of the present' writers and
D. BOcker (1973) in which the errors of preschool developmentally delayed
youngst'ecs were analyzed in a twochoice receptive language task. The

. majority ot the-errors were made first on the basis of a position preference,
next an the ba§,is of an object preference bias,that was lerived from the fact
that the rchildren selected a particular item wham it was the nonreinforced
and unnamed distractor as often as when it was named, and the final, error
pattern was object avoidance, in' which case the object was never'cAosen
across a sequence of trials. Thus, the errors were not Tandom or chance
selectibns, of ,stimuli, Ilut rather definite choices based on task irrelevant
conditions. If this is occurring and the system of aesessment is randomly
ptedetermined so that she student could be correct by chance about 50 percent
of the tri", then we are basically reinforcing t e errdk strategy,on a
variable ratio schedule of about two responses per rejjnforcement. This type
of schedule is known to maintain responding ove a-long period of time.
Consequently, the teacher could be strengthening a pattern orerror responses1
at least to Ihe extent that the behavior is under the control of irrelevant
stimuli- and, from the student's naive frame of reference, a confused sequence
of antecederktresponsecodsequence arrangements. This may be the reason that

\Terrace has indicated that errorbased teaching strategies produsp emotional
behavior on the part of the student.

1

I.
1
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Prompting

A simple alternative in the discrimination type task is to use some form
of kompting such as pointing ta the one to be chosen (that is the named
object of a pair), or arranging the objects.so that the correct one is closer
to the studenit, or illuminating the correct choice. In each of these
prompted conditionsi 'we can then fade the prompt; across trials as the
behavinr comes under the control 'of the relevant properties of the'task.
Such prompts constitute additional stimuli in aimu1t4ple Stimulus/contro1
situation, and are used because they exert greaterOnitial conerol over
selection behavior than does the ultimate relevant'itimulus properties.
Simple fading of these nrompts may be adequate in,that when the prompts are
no longer givlf, the child continues to select the correct item across
trials. However, we sometimes find that whem the last, component of a faded
prompt is Withdrawn, the behavior reverts back to fhe error pattern used
'prior to the introduction of the prompt. This would indicate that the prompt
alone was the basis for successive choices.- An alternative procedure was
suggested by Touchette (1971), who used a time delayed prompt in that if the
student was: observed to be making the correct choice on his/her own, no,
prompt was given. But if the student did not appear to make a Ooice or was
moving toward an incorreck response, the prompt would be provided. In this
way, the prompt was used only when necessary, and the procedure could then be
.usdid to determine exactly what point in train4ng when the student came under
the control of the task-relevant properties. This is an extreffiely important
principle of training when used with moderately to profoundly handicapped
students- since it both protects against error responses and can,beused to
-determine when such prompting is no longer necessary.

Stimulus Properties

A factor of multiple stimulus control that is also important is that no'
property of a stimulus situationqs irrelevant in isolation. Position is an
important aspect -of a task when the student is asked to take the object on
the right, on the left, or to artefnate from left to right. Texture is an
imnartant property when the child is asked to take the object on the right,
on the left, or to alternate from left to right.. Texture is ankmportant
property when ihe child ,is_asked to take the smooth piece of cioth or the
rough piece of sandpaper. Composition is imiiortant'When the choice is
between the "wooden one" and the "pfastic one. Size is important when the
student is asked to' take the "bigger one" or tile "smaller one". The same
distinctions hold for codor, number, array, height, action pattern,
relationship, etc, In other words, na stimulus property is irrelevant. It

is relevant under certain conditions which are specified by the task or the
activity. For this reason, we do not want the students to be under6the
control of any one dimension for too many items of training nor to emit error .

p.itierns by responding to 4 tapk-irre1evant dimension to the point where
he/she comes to avad that dimension. Such considerations are not often the
foCus of instrnctional -technique, although they may be among the most

-25



\.
important in the edycation of the handiCapped. Take'a simple example of a.
piece-of chalk. This item might be aácurately decribed as one large, white,
long, 'smooth cylinder weighing two grams composed of calcium carbonate and
used for writing on chalkboards. Additionally; it could be the item on the
right side of t table under the green box beside the lamp. In this
example, there ,ar ore than a Cjozen properties of the situation that could
have individual control over fhe child's responses or they could occur in'
combinations of an afmopt limitless variety: While this degree of control is
unlikely, it does indicate how we, as teachers,'tend to ignore aspects of the
stimulus setOng thaf coUld control the child's"behavior. For example, we

4' might ask the child to select the white-Object and, normally expect the child
to focus on the colpr. of the object while ignoring size, ,texture, forth,
position, etc. '*fhe student.already has a rudisMentary concept of color,
this may not be an unreasonable assumption, but for one who is just being
introduced to the concept of color, anything is possible in terms of what
particular facet of the situation may be determining his/her response. This

. type of consideratjon is a defense of the problem-oriented strong-inference
approach to education of the handicapped student. If we can identify the
cOntrblling facets of the situation through the use of systatic prompts, We
reduce the need to explore each hypothesis of what facet of a situaton is,
controlling the, child's behavior, but even, here a series of exploratory
attempts would probably have to be made to determine what facets can be used

a as prompts and how these can then be faded while shifting control to the
task-relevant dimensions.'

Programming Antecedent Events:

In the discussion of 'multiple stimulus control, we have attempted to
differentiate three classes of antecedent events. The first class is the one
that we tended to term "task-relevant". These included the,set of facets
that would constitute the terminal controlling stimuli in a given
instructional domain. For examille, in ehe situation of a child having a
_number of toys placed in front of him/hRr and Asked to, "Cive'me the car"
would have the toys, the setting, the teacher, and the request as the
antecedent el:rents of which the request and the presence oE the coorrect item

in the display of toys would be the.relevant task stimuli. The selection of
the toy car from the array'of toys would be the correct.rtsponse, as long as
it included handing le to the teacher. If the student did not perform as

requested _and this was, judged 0 be more than a momentary lapse in behavior,
then we 'might . turn to-the second set of antecedent events which we termed
prompting stimuli. These include physical guidance of the required respotse
by taking the child's hand, Moving it to the toy car, closing the fingers
over the object, and then moving the child's hand to the place where the
object was to'be released. Another prompt would be to point to the desired
object or to plade it directly in'front of the child and aWay from-the other
toys. Another antecedent would be to remove some of the other toys or to
cover the items except for)Ppe car. In each case we have made the dorrect
response mandatory. Thi third class of antecedent stimuli is the

task-irrelevant group which are by far the largest group. A bent stimulus

card, a, pencil pointing to the correct choice, a look in the direction of Elle

26
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named _object, or any of the number oi cUes that are considered irrelevant
and, therefore, 'remain uncontrolled in teaching could well be operating,as
signals to the student as to the,hatUre or location of the correct response:

, In this way, the studen4could nAlonly0be correct for the wrong reason, but
also have 4 means, for being correct that was not detectable or detected foti
many sesiions and would result fn'important losses of training.

CONCLUSION ;
4"

There is no et formula for motivating 4behav1on change. The ,

consequences that serve as reinforcers are differeat for eadh child and the
ones that might cause one child to work enthusiastically might actually be a
punisher for another. In fact, we expect that what one student might work to
avoid, another might work to get. Only through close contact with the,
students across a period of seteral sessions and through the use of some
reasonable means for evaluating various reinforcement alternatives will one
find the set that works for each.of your students.. However, the principles
of reEbforcement are sufficiently important that we are able to state without
reservatinn that the problem with motivation for most handicapped students is
the absence of effective reinforcing consequences. Bribery is not at issue
here because we are only bribing a child when we use something the child

5hts to get him/her to engage in illegal or immoral acts. Motivating the

child to learn is neither illegal nor immoral, but the.pilure to motivate so
that the child fails to 'learn implicates a teacher's goai.s as well as his/her
technique.

Once motivated, the problem is the means by ,which we can teach,the child

to engage in new forms of behavior and to do so in an increasingly more
discriminating way. Physic.al guidance, various eypes Of prompts, along with
the acceptace of successive approximations, will operate to determine new and
more effective modes of behavior. Such techniques must also be fade-oracross

trials so that the child is volunteering a greater and greater proportion of
the termihal performance and, is being systematically and emphatically
reinforced when he/she does so. Knowing the structure of multiple 'stimulus

control is an impOrtant mechanism for determining not only what the child is
responding to in anrgiven instructional setting, but also what properties of
the setEing he/she must attend to in order to derive-the greatestdegree of
generalizability out of training.

It
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Child's Name:

CONSEOENCE PREFERENCE

--EXPLORATORY TWO CHOICE DISCRIHINATION TASK

.

.Date:

Trainer: Time Start Time ETA_

Dekription of Task:

.Anlecedent Arrangements:

Required Response:

Consequence Preference:
Rt.

Trial
...

Left Right
Ronsew
Latency

C6nac tt

vTime/Hand

,

imments
.

,

2
u . .

3 )
.

,

...;
.

.

5

. .

%

.

.

.

6

. ,
. .

7
.._

..
.

,

/

8
.

,

.

.

.

. .

,

.
.

.
.,

Totals

# of choices right side

# of choices left side

Comments:

. Selection Frequency: Object

bbject #2

Object #3 -

Object #4

Object #5

1



*NAME:

liCONSEQUENCE PREFERENCE

INDIVIDUAL CONSIDERATiONS:

POSITION.

DATE:

'TRAINER:

0

t.

.

Trials . LEFT

.

RIGHT -1-/

..

7 ,

Comments

1 (. .

.

2 . .
.

.

3 - ,

4'

.

,

.

..,

.. .

5
, .

,

6
.

.

7 , .;

8,4

. .

.

9 . .

,

. .

11
.

.

12 /
.

.

13 '

14

15 _

16 .

17

18

,

19
.

1

.

20
,

TOTAL # of Trials:

111,

# Selected on,Right:

SUMMARY COMMENTS:

# Selected on Left:
4

CONSEQUENCE PREFERENCE HIERARCHY: 1.

Z.

2. '4.)
%..)0

3.

/

IS

SI

1



Child's Name:

BASIC TWO CHOICE DISCRIMINATION TASk

Time ,Start:,

Trainer:

Time End:

Required Response:

Antecedent.Arrangements:.

Consequence:

1. *ball

2. doll

1 3. *book

4. *phone

/ 5. *block

I 6. cup
,

44 7. *hat

I"i§ . truck

I
9. *spoon

10. cookie
..

li

11. book

12. ;!' truck

I ,
13. *cup

I,14. phone

15. spoon

I 16. *doll

17. ball

I. 18. cookie

I
,19. s ihat

.

20. block

r

hat

+/-

hai 21.

*cup 22. doll *cup
.-....___

spoon 23. *book
-,

spoon

cookie - 24. *phone cookie

truck 25. *block truck
...

*ball
.

26. cup
,

'*ball

doll.
, 27. *hat doll

*book 28. truck *book

. .

phone 29. *spoon phone

*doll . 30. cookie% *doll
,

*block 31. book *block
...

ball 32. *truck ball

book\ 33. *cup book

*11.at 34. phone *hat

*cookie 35. spoon *cookie

cup , 36. *doll cup

* truck 37. ball * truck

block 38. *cookie block

.
*phone 39. hat *phone

:.....) *spoon 40. block *spoon



CHILD:

,

.CONSEQUENCE,PREFERENCEmREACH/GRAfP DURATION

Trainer: Date;

,

Trial ,

,

.

Object
Time

,

Visual
,Time
Reach

-Time
Grasp

i
,

.

, L.
,

'',
..

.

,

2
.

.
, ,

,

,

,

3
.

.
,

.
.

4

.
. .

. fl

.

, '

5 -

.
.

,.

6

i .

, .

.
,

.

.

,

. .

.

.

,

,

,

7: . ___ _ _
.

.

gip.

,

.

.

..-'
.

,

8 .
,

?
.

9

,

.

-

.

...:.

.

.

.

,
.

,

10
.

.

,

p .

.

.

t

11
.

,

.N
..-

, 12 ,

;

. .
_

. 13'
.,

.

.

14
,

.

.

,

,

,

15
.

,,

.

,
.

.

.

.

.

*

.

16
,

.

, 4/\ .

,

17
.

. .
.

.
,

18
,

.

.

.

.

19

.

.,
, .

20
.

,

,, .

-

.l
21 ,

,

.

.

.

,

'

.

.

,

v

22

.

.

.

.

23
:

-

.

..

.

I'

24
as

.

.
.

i

15 .
. ,

,

.
I,

e

1



CHILD'S-NAME:

PARENT:

CONSEQUENCE PREFERENCE

OBSERVATION 'DATA pHEET

! DaEe :

4 OBSERVER:

Day (circle) 1 2, 3 Time Started:

Segment (circ41e) 1 2 3 4! Tithe Stopped:

Episode Locatioll ntext

1. )

2.

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

Summary

Location changes

Context changes

Activity changes

*7-

Time alone

Time adults

Time peers

Cum. Epi.

Remarks Time Time

Location preference
Time

Agent preference
Time

Activity preference
Time,

+



CONSEQUENCE PREFERENCE

.OBSERVATIONAL DATA SHEET

Name:

Date:,.

Trainer:

Objects

.

.

,

Time Segments

10 seconds
.

-
. .

20 seconds
. .

30 seconds

40 seconds

50 seconds .

1 M9UTE -

10 seconds ,

20 seconds .

30 seconds

40.seconds

50 seconds - -

'1 MINUTEg

10 seconds -
,

20 seconds
.

,

.

30 seconds I
40 seconds,

50 seConds

:3 MINUTES .

.

10 /Rods 4 ,

20 secoAds '

30 seconds
. .

40/seconds '''

.
.

50 seconds

4 MINUTES

10 seconds
.

20 seconds' ,

30 seconds

AO seconds

50 secondS

5 MINUTES

TOTALS .

,

.

, _

1

1
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APPENDIX B

speci, ly implement programming to accurately identify po tential

The information contained in this Appendix la designed to assist you to
fical

motiva.ors through interpretation of data collected through programming or,
lo

I
obse

(

on of student b or.ehavi
.

There are some severely handicapped'studenis, particularly those who

,

-"TaZ'k movemPtit or Indy also have difficulty with vision and bearing, for whom
no motivAtors seem apparent when us'ing general "procedures. ,However,

timovating Conditions, can be identified for many of these stu/ents when
jUdgments are made on the basis of data inflected over sevtral days or
longer. Preferences- of one object over another, for instance, or for one
food type over another, can be indicated through careful and systematic
"testing" of itemtfor their_degree of"preference. '

, . .

A teacher or programmer must have some idea about whatoossible objectS,
toys, foods, etc:, should be tried with the student before being able to

construct 'a structured obtYervation. Parents or others who have,preysidusly
known the studentimay,be helpful in,ideptifyipg possible items or situatibns
to "test." , A11

f

to 'help identify fAies/dislikes oftfieir chila. This format does not ln
The first format in thtig Appendix is one that can be,used with parents

k --

Ittelf identify -..e0tt4vato-rs but-,-:rathe-r-,_,Adontifies_objgctsfoods, toys, '

.sociS1 events,,Ketc.% thaCP may be potentially reinforcing for the student.

114

These: items a.re then systematically tested to determine the reinforcement or
motivational hierarchy for that particular student.

Both structured anditonstructured situations can be conitructed through
which preferences for .individual students 'or groupS of students can be
identified. .1, Nonstructured observations require recording of behavior or

samples of behavior by-an obServer who is not directly intervening with the

student. This type 'of situation can'be, helpful in a classtobm where an
,

observer cam record behavior demonstratedby more* than one.ttudent at the,
seine lime. Structured observations e rnost_ typically trecorded.by an

individval who is directly,inv$1,xed wOthe student. As such, fhese types
of observaiions can best be madein a one4n=one situation or with veriy small c
groUps of students.$, -, . \

. i

4
, ....

k , ..1.0 , ;''''"

Several, examples of both struttured-And nonstructured observational.
siivations. ,are presented in.thiS Appendix., In some instances, these formats \

may be totally adoptable'by a teacher or programmer. However, more often, \

the formats can best-functton as '!,Oramples which will require adaptation by ,

,

7



the teacher, programmer', or other user in order to be best implempted with
particular students. Each examYlqe'includes:.

1) Procedures
,

2) Blank data sheet

-
.3) Completed data sheet(s) for a severely handicapped student.

4) Interpretation of data to form a 'consequence"preference 'hierarchy

' 5) Potential use in programming

,ii7iir17)exampfes of, data sheets are incltided in Appendix A.

4

cç
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a

Step 1:

Procedures .

EXPLORATORY TWO CHOICE MOTIVATION ASSESSMENT

Select 5 objects/foods that are different from
one another:

Step 2: Randomly pair objects/foods so that each abject is
presented once on the right side and oncd in the left position.
No object should follow itself any more than one time.

Step 3: Position student in way that student wiil be able to perform
desired tbsponse -- i.e. looking, movement toward object,
reach toward object, reach and grasp, etc.

Step 4: ;

Step 5:

Specii ----des4r.ea response including length of contact that must

be jiIntained with object.
Complete data sheet.

Present pair of objects in front of student without verbal

direction. Wait for student to demonstrate desired response.
DO NOT guide, cue, or use any forms of instruction.

Step 6: Present 10 (or more) opportunities for object interaction.

Step -7: Summarize information on data sheet by indicating right/left
position preference and selection of each object/food.

. Step 8: Provide Assessment for at least three sessions of a minimum of

10 trials/opportunities at each session..

Step 9: Summarize all data across sessions.

4



Child' Name:

Trainer:
.

CONSEQUENCE PREFERENCE

EXPLORATORY TWO CHOICE DISCRIMINATION TASK

Date:

Time Start 'Time End

Description of Task:

Antecedent Arrangements:

Required Response:

Consequence Conditions:

a

Trial Left Right ,

Response
Latency

_

Contact
ime/Hand

- ,

Co mments

1
. .

.

.

,

2

.

3 .
. '

,

.

.

4
' .

.

. 4

5

. . 6
.

.

.

.

7
.

_

- 4

. .

8

9
I. 4.

.

AI

10

_

Totals
,

.

# of choices right side

# of choices left sfde

Comments:

Selection Frequency: Object #1,

Object #2

Object #3

Object #4

Object #5

70-

4.



6

(11i1(0's Name:

Trajther:'

0

CONSEQUEACE PWERENCE
'

DePLORATORY TWO CHOICE DISCRIMINATION TASK

' Desi:ri.prion o ask:

k

Ante4pdont Arrangements:*

fre:Iq 'e oe,,syv4Ned Response: rl

Date:

Time Start Time End

ogOeok ritu.s;c LN-
trq./..5/cal r 1:5 WPC' el

TV
ape /01,5 0^. "irQ Af6. yerirj/ d/lr'f'r4i;c1)

Cons.eVence Preference: / pn,^wie, d'017-110)7.64
4

%

! Tria-Cri

4-
! 1- '.i

o

Left Right
Response
Latency

Contact

Tima/Hand
CoMments

Jg ft. 3 .6ee.

5 se c

7L R
ii

-rr,:5 1,011'
v. 0

-3-. 1.4.-V
. alp= 0. St' c

4 :ri-c-,-

-_ci.__..f.E

, 1 ,

/., Tra ditrus 0 ,5- ,,Y'r 4 R
,

L.

5dC .L...:

(nct,51:_c___11,ix 7 sie ( . -

3 S --

q. z...

R ,
1.1 to e

..7-1/
LigOOOk -to

1 1 ,re . -s- LITc ill

8..."?
-5 6,'("

q 6e(

.4. R
+ IQ

..

"6 ./hu.31 c -Ital.15_____WrIec°1

- 9 P".'
),' -Frc?//1 01

lu r,111 6.e.c, .

3,7

.

/0
ce.rri,5 6Jheei ni t,,5,;(- boy

6 _1E3,2
Totaln 9

oi*:.0efices right si.de

of cho,ices left'side.

Comment

Selection Frequency: Object 111 .3

Object #2 0

Object #3 ,2

miect #4 /

, Object #5 41_



CONSEQUENCE PREFERE'NCE

EXPLORATORY TWO CHOICE DISCRIMINATION TASK

'4-, Name : (Ai 0 Date :

rrair L. C

Deser kin I on of Task :--1
An tec..dent Arrahgements : PION'. /-/eir..1 on -imiff Alo Ve_rbal _bi)-ee1;61

Required Response:

Conscquence-Preference: / mdicik IlliAzg_duLl._LJ24yd
.

Time 'Star t

WY/

Time End

1 Tri a 1 Lef t Right
Response
Latency

Contact
Time/Hand

, Comments

1

1
,570e(41: tot. 5 c_.

/0

-t- g
.

(---lerri:1 Alive.
.

niu,5i'c... i907,.

6, ..., yn1u
.

41111111,
,2 Yr-. -i-R

4 Wabh le,_ b(.` 1/4.5_ Sc.

.9 :sec:

q ,54-e .

,
c

.t 4.

.i. f

4.4,

.(---
N rri3 b.))^ce

5 TV
,,--

\, lie k -to
6 wok .i.-6

'

,

jnohbl?t('
efils5

(,)

8 051'C boe.

9

_al

10
,2 ,z_c_2_____ 4- R

..

al '5 /C. s . g -ak tO

rota 1:-. q
<4.5.

.

I of- choi es righ t side 6,

# of choi es .lef t side

ComMents:

Select ion Frequency: Object #1 02

Object 112 I

Object in 3

Object 14 0

Object 175 y

.10



CONSEQUENCE PREFERENCE

EXPLORATORY TWO CHOICE DISCRIMINATION TASK

Ciildts Name: 116,

rrainer:

Date :

Time ata'rt Time End

,5gicte U A '-f rqu,51c box
l're_ c reaki LI -fi?re- , (.4) h c-) 1 .Doscr iption _of TaAk :
pop kerr. el--1

----,

Antecedent Arrancements :ICIO:f _th_01.6. op 4/14 ; me v i)

Requi rod 4sponge:_ ALtort ...Lr I ..6eLy___(-1

Con,orpionce Preference-. ib1rfrir-t4 0

9.1.1,11, Left
-.

Right
Response
Latency

Contact
Time/Hand

Comments

1 ari.34,34__Jbe .5 31.c--5-(Tueqk i

')

1 ee ( re (M1

1.

-,,,..1.,-------7-3-Disile
/0 .6.e. c .

'7 4e( , . 1.6 c rtik-553 pop )elds
,

(,,_ Jp_e_12 O.*
4

1%.12)1.A.5

, )

lec r felln -

...le c

3 ,.(',

,,,

IL

_

+ R

in, .ci liiikJ

:....*2

,...-----
C c_FeD

mo6is bKI ee

-C=VQ-ell-k---j
f

,re cl. .....rri ,y ity\ ee_4____Lce-

8 1

01U6!....C.___611g.: Y ,..lf < _
iR

.

9
_

10

-7
Totals:

.
/

/0 E..... -I- L

.

C Creapl:'i 71e; 'rn..5 whie'2'' _if
,

pr hed_L____L__3 ,,,-_,_ 41-
p,-;--- , 1.,

112)Alr 1.)e),e
----

5 1 6,1 /0
,

3-

# of choices right .gide
o f choices left -side_

Comments: Aj :1;61_42ceitrence.

Se 1 ect I on Frequ9ncy : Object #1 , 3

*Object #2 0

Object. #3 0

Object 114 3

4

(

Object #5 ,(../



e,

4o. Data Interpretation

Interpretation QuestiOhs:

1 Does student show preference for a particular position -- i.e.
right or left position?

4)"WB" selects objects equally when placed on the right or left
side.

,

2 Does student show preference for a particular objdct/food?

t.

"WB" selected objects as follow's across three sessions:

Oblect #1 (squeak toy)--- 8 times total (both right and left sides)

Object #2 (varied across all three days) -- no preference possible
k

Object #3. (varied on one'day): --select,ed TV 5 times total out Of
8 posskble opportunities

Object #4 (music box) '7- 4 times total .(both right and left sides)

Object #5 (ferris wheel). --12 times total;Xboth tight and left.sides)

Strong Preference: 'ferris wheel (selected 100% lime, right and left)

Medium PreferNfe: squeak toy (selected 677., iright and left)

TV (selected 63%, right and left),

Low Preference: music box

rt
)

3. tIn what instructionaL,programs can strongly preferred motivatots
be used in age-appropriate and functional ways? :

Ferris wheei can be placed on the floor to be used in mobility
program where "Wil" is learning to move a scooterboard forward.

11

TV can be used in manipulation program where "WB" is learning to,
1.

turn knobs. Knob maniRulation skills can also be included in
mobility program such that mobirity.towgains acess to toy to turn

II
on ferris wheel.

1

4. What further areas of.potivation should be assessed to deterhine

stimulus corltrol?

Musical toys involving student-activation:



Step 1:

Procedures

OBSERVATIONAL MOTIVATION ASSESSMENT

Selett three (3) to five (5) objects/foods to be used for

assessment.'

s.

Step 2: Position student in way that student will be able to petform

desired response -- i.e. lobking, movement toward object,

reach toward object, reach api grasp, etc.

Step 3: Specify'desired response including type of interaction

required. *

S_Le_1.221:
Present objects in desired order (complete data sheet at top)

in front of student. Start stop watch. Observe student

11/4 interaction with objects. Place-a check on the data s eet

for each 10 second interval during which the student is

appropriately intera6ting with the-object or food.
DO NOT give'Verbal directions, cue, prompt or use other

form7 of instruction. DO NOT interact with the student.

Step 5: Total the number of 10 second'intervals of interaction with

each object, food, etc. presented.

Step 6: -Provide asses'sment for at least three sessions of five minutes

in duration,

.1

Ike

Step : Summarize data across sessions..

4. .19



CONSEQUENCE PREFEHENCE

OB.StHVATIONAL DATA SHEET

Name:

Date:

Trainer:

Obiects

. .

e

Time Segments

10 s'econds
,
/

1

20 seconds' . _

30 seconds . . .

40 seconds .' , e-g-

50 seconds
, .

1 MINUTE

10 seconds .
.

20 seconds
.

.

30 seconds
.

-
.

4

40 seconds
.

.

50 seconds 4

,

.2 MINUTES 1

10 seconds ,

20 seconds .

,

30 seconds
,

40 seconds I

,,

,

50 S'econds
,

I

1 MINUTES I

10 seconds f

20 seconds

.
. .

30 seconds - .

1

40 seconds

50 seconds .

4 MINUTES

.

.

10 seconds

20 seconds
1 .

1

30 seconds

A .

40 seconds :
,

50 seconds.

5 MINUTES

TOTALS

. s ., .

1

I.

I.
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IN

CONSEQUENCE PWERENCE

OBSERVATION4eDATA SHEET

Name: 1-1-
Date:

Trainer: Ak

.
.

.

Objects c "nkl

.

43e a.,..-t- vp 0 p
,

.

Time Segments
_.

10 seconds

,

,
e

a.

20 seconds
.

.

t

30 seccinds
.

40 seconds
.

L.---- ,

I

50 seconds
.

i MINUTE /' .

.

.

.

10 secOnds 1.-

20 seconds ,

30 second's

40 seconds L./".

t50'seconds v7.

:2 MINUTES ,

10 setonds 1..---- ,

20 seconds
(

.

30 seconds .7" ...,,4,

40 seconds L,---

, s

50 seconds

:3 MINUTES 17--

1

.

10 seconds I.../" ,

20 geconds
.

.

30'seconds

.

,

4 0 seconds 1...--

..,

50 seconds u - ..--
, c

.

4 MINUTES ---

10 seconds -

.

t....-

-
.

,

20 seconds 1,-- ,
(

30 seconds
.

.

40 seconds v.---

.,

50 seconds Le.'

,

5 MINUTES .I.,/.
. .

)'

TOTALS 02
.

2- Z 3.
.

A



CONSEQUENCE PREFERENCE

.OBSERVATIONAL DATA SHEET

Name: Si4

Date: Vighlj
14 Trainer: 41.

.

Objects TV
.

4PecaL4.
gi- A.41

13 15 9 ,
be.0.0 S

.

.

Time Segments

10 seconds- .//

.

20 seconds 1,-/ 6
,

.

30 seconds ,.7- -.

40 seconds

50 seconds_

*1 MINUTE V
10 seconds V.

20.seconds .

seconds
1../,39

40 seconds 6,,,"

,

1.''
(.,-..-

50 seconds l'i,\

.

t/P ,

*2 MINUTES ---) t.-/-
kV'. .

.

10 seconds i...'

..

.. .
.

20 seconds

30-seconds ,
.

40 seconds

50 seconds V .

*3-MINUTES
,,,,x,

--.

.

10 seconds

20 seconds
-

30 seconds

. .
.

40 seconds v'''
.

.

50 secorlds

4 MINUTES 17

111111.

.

.

10 seconds

20 seconds
.

30 seconds

40 seconds
v,

50 seconds

5 MINUTES 1/

TOTALS / 7 t.)
,

.

1



,
CONSEQUENCE PREFERENCE

OBSERVATIONAL DATA SHEET

Name: SA1

Date: 4146/S/
Trainer: /IL,

.
Objects

71/. 8 em....t-
. D r u., ni

P op
.0 ea ci S' .

Time SegMents

10 seconds

.

...--- ,

.
20 seconds t---- .

30 seconds

40 seconds

50 -seconds
,

-

c1 .MINUTt

10 seconds

20 seconds t...----

30 seconds
. .........- ,

40 seeonds i..;--- -

50 seconds -,

k2 MINUTES

10 seconds

20 secOnds t."---

30 seconds 1.----

40 seconds

50 seconds

*3 MINUTES t..."-

10 seeonds

20 seconds
..

1r-

30 seconds
,

.
40 seconds

.
.

50 seconds .

4 MINUTES ....--

10 seconds

20 seconds
,

30 seconds L.----
.

40' seconds L...--

50 ,seconds

5 MINUTES
.

TOTALS 1 3 ,



11\

Data Interpretation

cr.

Interpretation Questions:

,

1.. Does student show preference fpr a_particular position?

'.PositiOn #1 Position #2 Position #3

'39 51 10

"Sil" may shmtplighilreferlerice for .middle position
and/oraVoidance of third gositiou.

2. Does student show preference for a particular object/food?

TV Beat 5rum Pop Beads

39 51 10

"SH"May show slight preference for TV and/or for
engaging in beating a toy drum.

14.

3: In what instructional programs can serdngly preferre0
Totivators -be used in ageappropriate And functional ways?-

No conclusions can as of yet be drawn from "SH's" data.
Objects should be represented in differsnt positions to determine
if Preference is for position or for partidular activity.

4. What further areas of motivation should be vsessed?

1. Present same objects for three mor*sessions with position varied.

2. Try other attiVities that involve interaction with an object
-that results in noise i.e. hit xylaphone.

I

4

Me.


